Abstract. Dynamic optimization presents opportunities for finding run-time bottlenecks and deploying optimizations in statically compiled programs. In this paper, we discuss our current implementation of our hardware sampling based dynamic optimization framework and applying our dynamic optimization system to various SPEC2000 benchmarks compiled with the ORC compiler at optimization level O2 and executed on an Itanium-2 machine. We use our optimization system to apply memory prefetching optimizations, improving the performance of multiple benchmark programs.
Introduction
Dynamic optimization presents an opportunity to perform many optimizations that are difficult to apply at compile time due to information that is unavailable during static compilation. For instance, dynamic link libraries limit the scope of procedure inlining and inter-procedural optimizations, two optimizations that are known to be very effective [2] . In addition, a typical shared library calling sequence includes expensive indirect loads and indirect branches. Such instruction sequences are good targets for dynamic optimizations once the shared libraries are loaded.
Dynamic optimization also provides an opportunity to perform micro-architectural optimizations. Recompiling a program to a new micro-architecture has been shown to greatly improve performance [9] . Dynamic optimization provides a way to reoptimize a program to new micro-architectures without requiring recompilation of the original source code.
Finally, dynamic optimization can specialize a program to a specific input set or user which has been applied successfully by Profile Based Optimization (PBO) [2] , [5] in the past, but are difficult to apply for due to concerns over excessive compile time, instrumentation-based profiling overhead, complex build processes, and inadequate training input data set [14] . Dynamic optimization can be used to deploy more aggressive optimizations, such as predication [13] , speculation [10] , and even register allocation and instruction scheduling according to current program behavior and with less risk of degrading performance.
In short, dynamic object code re-optimization allows code to be generated specifically for a specific execution environment. It adapts optimizations to the actual execution profiles, micro-architectural behavior, and exploits the opportunity to optimize across shared libraries. However, a dynamic optimization system must detect and apply optimizations efficiently to be profitable. If the overhead of the system is greater than the time saved by optimizations, the runtime of the optimized program will increase.
We present our design and implementation of our adaptive object-code reoptimization framework to detect and deploy dynamic optimizations with a minimal amount of overhead on modern hardware. Our prototype system detects timeconsuming execution paths and performance bottlenecks in several unmodified SPEC2000 benchmarks by continuously sampling Itanium performance monitoring registers throughout the program's execution [6] . We use the collected information to create executable traces at runtime, and deploy these optimizations by modifying branch instructions in existing code to execute our instructions in place of hot paths in the original code. We examine the overhead of our detection system, and show that this technique can be applied with less than 2% of overhead while speeding up various SPEC2000 benchmarks.
Background
Dynamic optimization has been presented in the past in frameworks such as Dynamo [3] and Continuous Profiling and Optimization (CPO) [12] . Dynamo uses a method similar to dynamic compilation used in virtual machines. Native binaries are interpreted to collect an execution profile and fragments of frequently executed code are emitted and executed in place of interpretation. Dynamo requires no additional information beyond the executable binary to operate, and this allows it to be applied on arbitrary binaries without needing access to the original code or IR. CPO presents a model closer to traditional PBO where the original code is instrumented, and the profile information is used to compile optimized versions of code. In CPO, profiled information is used to drive PBO while the program is running and the compiled result is hot-swapped into the program. The advantage of this scheme is that the IR information makes application of many optimizations easier.
However, since the applied optimizations compete with the dynamic optimization system's overhead, interpretation and instrumentation-based profiling dynamic optimizers often try to limit the time spent collecting profiled information, sometimes at the expense of optimizations. For example, Dynamo only interprets unique execution paths a small number of times before selecting traces to optimize to avoid interpretation overhead. Instrumentation incurs less overhead than interpretation, but even efficient implementations of instrumentation [4] generate measurable overheads. This may lead to profiling of initialization behaviors that do not represent dominant execution behavior. Even after attempting to reduce optimization system costs, the dynamic optimization systems still produce a relatively high amount of overhead, which works against the profitability of optimizations. In our system, we seek to limit the overhead of the techniques used to profile and deploy dynamic optimizations.
Existing dynamic optimization systems can generally be broken down into three stages: profiling/detection, optimization, and deployment. The detection stage deals with the collection of information necessary to select and guide optimizations. The optimization stage uses the collected information to select a set of optimizations to deploy in a target program. The deployment stage handles the application of the selected optimizations to a running program. Each of these stages requires runtime processing which leads to a slowdown of the original program. We try to reduce target profiling and deployment costs to improve the performance of the entire dynamic optimization system.
Our overall goal is to move towards a dynamic optimization framework that incurs minimal overhead while providing good potential for optimization speedups. Other techniques seek to perform similar goals [15] , [16] using hardware. Like these schemes, our work uses specialized hardware to collect information useful for our planned optimizations. However, these schemes propose the implementation of new hardware to process data. In contrast, our work gathers data from existing performance monitoring hardware and analyzes it using a user program. Previous work in periodic sampling of hardware structures is presented in [1], [7] , [8] . These schemes concentrate on applying this information to guide static PBO rather than dynamic optimizations.
Architecture

Overview
Our architecture performs three main tasks: detection, optimization, and deployment. Detection deals with the collection of raw performance event information that is useful for identifying and applying optimizations like D-cache misses, IPC, and branch paths commonly leading up to performance events. Optimization deals with generating optimized code to replace existing executable code. Deployment deals with the issues presented by redirecting execution from the original program to optimized code.
The code for our dynamic optimizer is first executed when a program executes the C run-time startup routines. We compile our own custom version of C run-time library to start a thread dedicated to dynamic optimization and initialize a shared memory area to place optimized code. The dynamic optimization thread begins monitoring the behavior of the original primary thread, and generates and deploys optimized code later in execution. After initialization of the dynamic optimization thread is complete, the C run-time library startup routines continue and begin executing the original program while the optimization thread begins detecting optimization opportunities.
Performance Event Detection
Performance Monitoring Hardware
We use the Performance Monitoring Unit (PMU) on Itanium processors to collect information and signal the operating system to collect and store profiled information. The primary PMU features we use for the detection work are the performance-event counters and the Branch Trace Buffer (BTB) [11] . The performance-event counters are a set of registers that track the number of times performance events like cache misses and branch mispredictions occur. These counters are used to throw interrupts periodically after a number of events occur. For instance, we can choose to throw a system interrupt once every million clock cycles, once every ten thousand D-cache misses, or once every one-hundred branch mispredictions. During each interrupt, we can save information about the type of interrupt and BTB information in memory for later processing.
The BTB, not to be confused with a branch target buffer used in branch prediction, is a set of eight registers that store the last four branches and branch targets. When the performance monitor throws an interrupt, we use the BTB to find the last four taken branch instructions and branch targets that lead up to the performance event interrupt. By monitoring only taken branches, we can form longer traces than if we had monitored all branches since not-taken branch information can easily be reconstructed by scanning the instructions between the last branch target and the next taken branch instruction. The BTB also allows us to generate an edge profile without scanning and decoding the original source code.
A detailed discussion of PMU hardware on Itanium processors can be found in [11] .
Perfmon
Our hardware information is collected using perflib, a library from the Perfmon toolset. The Perfmon toolset configures and collects raw performance information from Itanium programs running on 64-bit Linux. Perfmon sends system calls to a Linux kernel driver to configure the PMU and automatically collects samples of the PMU registers for later processing.
Once the PMU stores raw register information to memory, it can be consumed independently from the monitored program. All information collected by Perfmon is done without modifying the original program binary. Perfmon is described in greater detail in [20] .
Hot Trace Selection
The goal of our hot trace detector is to find a small number of traces that lead up to performance critical blocks. To collect these hot traces, we sample sets of four taken branches and branch targets from the BTB at regular intervals and sort the results into a hash table, while keeping track of the frequency of the different sample paths. The most frequently sampled paths are marked for optimization in the table under the assumption that they dominate execution time, and traces are selected to include these hot spots.
Since the optimization and deployment of traces requires processing time, we limit the traces we select to those we believe we can optimize profitably. The best traces to optimize are the traces that contribute the most execution time for the remainder of the program, and contain a performance event that we can optimize. The performance monitoring hardware provides the information we need to see if a performance event commonly occurs on any path we select. However, to predict which traces will continue to dominate execution time in the future and prevent optimizing traces with performance events that only occur for very short periods of time, we perform additional work to estimate when program behavior is most stable.
Phase Change Detection
We assume that programs generally enter different "phases" of execution, periods of time when characteristics like IPC, D-cache hit rate, and the current working set of hot code follow similar patterns throughout a phase [17] , [18] . Since our current optimizations focus on optimizing D-cache misses and improving IPC, we use the number of D-cache misses per cycle and IPC over time as metrics to guess when the behaviors we wish to optimize are most stable.
Our goal is to select hot traces to optimize the first time we encounter a new phase and to keep it in our working set for the remainder of program execution. As long as the execution of the program remains in a stable phase, no further changes are made to the optimized traces. Changes in execution phases will be detected, and such changes will trigger further optimizations.
Every second of execution time, we measure the number of D-cache misses and IPC over the past second and compare it to previously measured values. If the Dcache and IPC values are stable for several seconds (deviating less than a set percentage), we assume that the D-cache and general program behavior is stable enough to select a set of hot traces that may execute for some time into the future, and select a set of traces from the samples in the current stable phase.
Conversely, when D-cache and IPC values fluctuate, it indicates that program behavior has changed and that new hot traces may need to be selected or existing selected traces may no longer be hot. When D-cache miss rate and IPC values deviate from the previous few seconds, we recheck our collected sampled data to look for new hot traces to add to our working set.
The weakness of this metric is that D-cache miss and IPC values are composite values for all the code that is executing in a program over an interval. This can lead to a false measurement of a stable phase since it is possible that program behavior has completely changed but averages out to similar values. In practice, we found that a stable D-cache miss rate and IPC values indicated a stable phase. We did not observe this behavior in any of our measurements of SPEC benchmarks, but it remains a possibility for other programs.
A more likely problem with this metric is that program behavior patterns commonly have sub-patterns. For instance, an outer loop may contain two inner loops: one with stable exploitable behavior, and one with unstable behavior. The stable subphase, or repeated stable behavior contained within the larger phase, can be optimized despite instability in the D-cache and IPC metrics. However, this behavior was also uncommon in the SPEC benchmarks we measured.
However, these problems indicate the potential need for deeper phase change detection to fully exploit all the stable behavior in a program that may be further supported in future work studying phase detection of programs outside of the SPEC benchmark suite.
Optimization
Trace Generation
Every time a set of traces is selected, executable code corresponding to each trace is assigned a type name according to its behavior. For instance, a loop is a type assigned to any trace that is completely enclosed in a trace. A subroutine is a type assigned to traces that are targeted by "br.call" instructions and end with a "br.ret" instruction, both indicators of a subroutine. Traces of different types are optimized in different ways. Data prefetching loop optimizations are particularly applied only to loop-typed traces, while inter-trace optimizations are more likely to be applied in subroutines. Code is then generated in our trace buffer for our selected traces, a shared memory area that contains our optimized executable code. The selected traces are then "crosspatched" or set to return to original code if execution leaves the path of the trace.
Trace Cross-Patching
Cross-patching refers to patching optimized traces to branch to other optimized traces. Ideally, once a good set of optimized traces is selected, control should rarely return to the original program. To perform cross-patching, a graph is generated with one node for each selected trace and edges to connected traces. When the code for the trace is generated, the branch instructions in optimized traces are then modified to branch to other optimized traces instead of returning to the original code.
Architecture Safe Optimization
Code scheduling/motion and other aggressive transformations may cause problems for preserving the original order of architecture state changes. This may create problems if a user trap handler expects to have the precise architecture state at the exception. To avoid these problems, we first attempt optimizations that do not change architecture states such as trace layout and data cache prefetching. Although data cache prefetch transformations require some temporary registers to hold prefetch addresses, we have the compiler (ORC compiler) reserve four general purpose and two predicate registers for such a purpose. Due to the large register file in the Itanium architecture, reserving a small number of registers has essentially no performance impact on the compiled code. We have verified this by comparing the performance of compiled code at various optimization levels with/without the reserved registers.
Data Prefetching
In our dynamic optimization system, we target D-cache misses for optimization because they are well known to be a common dominant performance problem in programs, but are difficult to detect statically [19] . Using our ability to detect instructions that cause D-cache misses, our dynamic optimization system can take advantage of information that is only available at run-time.
To detect which memory operation generates data cache misses during runtime, Dcache miss events are sampled by the performance monitoring unit and associated with the corresponding load/store instructions in the selected traces. Once a memory operation is found with a miss latency that contributes greater than 5% of execution time based on performance monitoring counters, the trace where this instruction resides will be scheduled for optimization.
The optimizer then determines if any of the implemented prefetch optimizations are appropriate. We implement three types of data prefetching for loops: array reference, indirect array reference, and pointer chasing.
Here is an example of the code generated in an indirect array reference before prefetching: A frequent D-cache missed indirect array reference will trigger two-level data cache prefetching. The first level is a direct array reference prefetch to prefetch for the array containing the addresses of the data. The second level prefetches the value at the address from the array. Note that the first level runs a few iterations ahead of the second level of prefetching. Here is an example of the prefetch code generated to optimize the previous indirect array-reference code: 
Deploying Optimizations
Patching Branch Targets
We redirect execution from the original code to traces in our trace buffer by modifying frequently executed branch instructions to branch to the corresponding optimized code in the trace buffer. However, modifying executable instructions in a running program creates a number of issues ranging from memory protection to updating the I-cache line with the modified instruction.
Memory Protection
The memory protection on the original code pages is read-only by default. When we wish to modify branch instructions in the address space of existing code, we make a system call to allow writing to memory pages of the original code. We then replace all branches at once, then restore write-protection to the original code to protect the original code from accidental changes.
Branch Patching Distance
Most programs compiled for the Itanium architecture use a short branch, which allows a relative branch distance of 20-bits or about a million bundles (i.e. 16 megabytes). There are cases when the original code size is larger than 16 megabytes and a branch cannot be easily patched by simply changing the address field of a branch instruction. In some cases, the entire bundle containing the branch instruction must be replaced with a long branch instruction to reach the memory space of the trace buffer. The long branch instruction in the Itanium architecture allows the branch to reach anywhere in the 64-bit virtual address space. One alternative to using a long branch is to use an indirect branch instruction sequence, but this is more expensive, more likely to be mispredicted, and is more difficult to patch atomically. Since the Itanium uses an explicitly parallel instruction computing (EPIC) architecture, instructions are combined into 128-bit "bundles" which usually contain three instructions. Bundles with long-branch instructions can only contain two instructions. If the second instruction in a bundle that was replaced contains a "nop" in the middle slot, a common case, the entire bundle can be replaced at once. However, if the bundle you wish to replace with a long branch uses all three slots, the trace patcher cannot replace the instruction with a single instruction and we patch the target of the short branch instruction with an unconditional long branch to our optimized traces.
Atomic Write Issues
Another issue with replacing instruction bundles is that bundles are 128 bits long while the processor only supports 64-bit atomic write instructions. That means that we need to take steps to prevent partially modified bundles from being executed. To deal with this case, we first patch the first half of the bundle with an illegal bundle type and handle the exception if the bundle is executed before we finish patching it. We then modify the second half of the bundle with the replacement bundle, and complete the process by modifying the first half of the long-branch instruction bundle.
It is also possible that a context switch occurs while a bundle is only partially executed. This can happen if a cache miss occurs in a bundle. As long as the memory operation occurs in the first slot, this bundle can still be replaced with a long branch instruction. If the partially executed bundle is replaced with a bundle with a long branch, the bundle resumes execution at the second slot in the bundle, the long branch instruction.
Repatching Issues
When a phase changes, some previously optimized traces may not be "hot". In general we do not undo or remove existing patched traces for two reasons. First, when we optimize a trace, it often requires less execution time and therefore appears less "hot". However, removing the optimization would lead to the code taking more execution time, so we are better off keeping the trace patched into the program. There are cases when we attempt to optimize a trace, and it requires more execution time than before due to additional cache misses. In the future, we plan to further explore the benefits of tracking the performance of our optimization at run-time and removing optimizations that appear to degrade performance.
Second, we found that phase behavior tends to repeat over time and previously generated traces are often used again in the future. If existing traces are no longer hot, the patched traces generally have very little performance impact. This can save some processing work to regenerate the trace if the behavior becomes hot again. For long running programs that exercise many different execution paths, this may lead to fragmentation of generated traces that may affect I-cache performance. We plan to explore the benefits of optimized trace layout management in memory in the future.
Experiments and Discussion
Our results are collected using ORC version 2.0 compiled SPEC2000 benchmarks with -O2 and software pipelined loops disabled on a dual processor Itanium-2 machine. We compile using O2 because that is the typical optimization level used by software vendors. Our current optimizer does not support register renaming in software-pipelined loops, so we disable software pipelining at compile time. For SPECint benchmarks, we found that disabling pipelining results in a slightly higher runtime performance when measuring results using ORC.
Speedup and Coverage
Execution time is collected using the unix "time" command and averaged over several runs. The reported execution time includes all detection, profiling, optimization and deployment overhead. Relative speedup is calculated as ((baseline time)/(optimized time) -1) * 100%. Figures 1 and 2 show the speedup of applying our system to various spec programs. We apply different sampling rates to collect data and select new traces every second of execution time. Data that is "continuous" selects new phases upon a suspected phase change while "single" data selects the first stable phase identified in a program.
As Figure 3 shows, art, bzip, equake, fma, galgel, lucas, mcf, and swim benefit from regular and indirect array reference prefetching. Mcf benefits primarily from pointer reference prefetching. In Figure 2 , at one hundred thousand cycles per sample facerec speeds up by 10%. Although the D-cache miss rate of facerec appears to increase in Figure 5 , the actual execution time of the program decreases. The D-cache miss rate increases but these misses overlap with each other more effectively than in the original program leading to improved program performance. In contrast, equake's D-cache performance is noticeably improved in Figure 4 . Lower sampling rates for facerec do not improve performance because at slower sampling rates the primary execution path is not optimized properly on the first pass and since we do not currently monitor the performance of generated traces, the problem is not corrected in future intervals. Although this problem is most dramatic in facerec, this trend can be seen in all the programs at a slower sampling rate. It may be valuable to study tracking and removal of sub-optimal traces in the future to deal with this problem. Figure 4 shows the D-cache misses per cycle in Equake before and after optimization at one sample every 100k cycles. Figure 5 shows the D-cache misses per cycle in Facerec before and after optimization at one sample every 100k cycles.
Other benchmarks do not benefit from the implemented prefetching optimizations and are primarily slowed down by the overhead of sampling, additional I-cache misses from branching to our generated traces, and increased D-cache misses due to ineffectual prefetches. The overhead of our optimization and patching is generally very small, less than 1% of the original program's execution time, so the majority of the slowdown in programs can be attributed to these factors. The largest reported slowdown is from gzip due to failed prefetching increasing D-cache misses. This demonstrates the need for additional work in tracking the effectiveness of optimizations and removing optimizations that fail to improve performance.
In general, increasing the sampling rate results in higher overhead due to the time required to store sampled PMU information. However, it also detects a set of hotspots faster than slower sampling rates, which means hot traces may be applied earlier to a program than at slower sampling rates. Mcf and art both have small loops that noticeably speed up after being optimized and therefore benefit from higher sampling rates. In contrast, equake and swim perform better at one sample taken every one million cycles. At one sample every one million and hundred thousand cycles, these two programs generally found similar hotspots, but at one-hundred thousand cycles per sample, the overhead of sampling is about 5% higher than at one sample every 1 million cycles.
Using a rate of ten million cycles per sample, continuously selecting traces yields worse performance than selecting a single set of traces once. At a rate of ten million cycles per sample, the system starts with correctly selected paths and later selects suboptimal paths that degrade performance. Because traces occur after a fixed interval, one second, the sampling error from the small pool of samples falsely detects traces as hot. Since the sampling error of a program is related to the size of the footprint we need to detect, this indicates that it might be worthwhile to estimate the size of the working set and adjust the number of samples required to select hot-spots accordingly. However, performance is improved for continuously selected traces due to the ability to select new hot traces that do not occur earlier in execution.
The largest slowdown in figure 3 is parser at 5%. This is mainly due to generated trace overhead from the selection of a large number of traces, and the lack of any effective D-cache prefetching. However, other programs like gap, gcc, and gzip generate less than 2% overhead.
Finally, in some cases selecting a set of traces after the first detected hot phase performed better than continuous selection. Continuous selection is sensitive to short term behavior changes leading the optimizer to generate more traces and more overhead than making a single selection.
Run-Time Overhead
The overhead for our run-time system is fairly stable, with the profiling thread generating a consistent 0.3%-0.6% overhead over no profiling. Optimization overhead is proportional to the number of traces selected to optimize and consistently less than 1%. Turning off patching has a negligible effect on overhead indicating that the cost of patching traces is much smaller than the cost of profiling and optimization. Sampling overhead averaged approximately 4% at one sample every hundred thousand cycles, about 1% at one sample every million cycles, and much less than 1% at lower sampling rates. The overhead is not directly proportional to the sampling rate because this includes the overhead of inserting branch information into the trace selection table. Slowdowns of greater than 1% are primarily due to optimizations resulting in larger loops.
Summary and Future Work
Dynamic optimization promises to provide a useful mechanism for deploying aggressive optimizations targeting run-time behavior. We present our system as a prototype for finding and deploying optimizations, and support this claim by using our prototype to speedup various SPEC2000 benchmarks compiled by the ORC 2.0 compiler at O2. We are able to speed up several benchmarks dominated by D-cache misses, while maintaining a maximum slowdown of 5% in parser and crafty.
Future directions for this work include enhancements to our current system, monitoring current optimizations and tracking the performance of generated traces, improving phase detection, evaluating other optimization techniques, and exploring dynamic optimization opportunities in different environments.
